Limon Tote

free pattern featuring SAGE COLLECTION BY BARI J.
**Fabrics Designed by Bari J.**

**Early Desert**
- SGE-14450: Painted Desert Morning
- SGE-14451: Saguaro Crest Sun
- SGE-14452: Bougainvillea Evergreen
- SGE-14453: Yuma Lemons Mist
- SGE-14454: Primrose Field Dark
- SGE-14455: Coyote & Quail Jojoba
- SGE-14456: Sunswept Canyon Rose
- SGE-14457: Cactus Flora Berry
- SGE-14458: Baja Weave Currant
- SGE-14459: Prickly Pear Ruby

**Late Desert**
- SGE-24450: Painted Desert Night
- SGE-24451: Saguaro Crest Olive
- SGE-24452: Bougainvillea Lilac
- SGE-24453: Yuma Lemons Glare
- SGE-24454: Primrose Field Light
- SGE-24455: Coyote & Quail Lavender
- SGE-24456: Sunswept Canyon Sage
- SGE-24457: Cactus Flora Lily
- SGE-24458: Baja Weave Mauve
- SGE-24459: Prickly Pear Indigo
FINISHED SIZE | 17" x 16"

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

| Fabric A | C-44725 | 1 yd. |

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

¼" seam allowances are included. WOF means width of fabric.

Start by cutting one (1) piece of 33" x 16½" and two (2) long straps of 16" long by 1¾".

CONSTRUCTION

Sew all rights sides together with ¼" seam allowance.

- Fold the 33" x 16½" canvas in half.
- Now you have a 16½" x 16½" square.
- The fold side will be the tote bottom.

- Fold the top of the canvas down 1" from the edge
- Sew about ¼" from the edge.
- Double stitch at the beginning and end.
- Repeat the same step to the other side.

- Sew the sides of the bags together at ½".
At the bottom corners of your bag, pinch the corners and sew across like shown on diagram below.

Measure properly for both of the corners and pin it to make it easier.

Sew about 2½ across the corners, and cut the excess fabric.

This will give the bag volume at the bottom.

Take the 16" x 1¾" straps, fold them as shown on diagram below, and press, fold it again and top stitch.

Take one of the straps and measure about 4" to the side, and lined up to the 1" fold of the top of the bag. Pin the strap and sew, repeat the same step on each sides.

Congratulations & enjoy